APA Electronic Reference Examples
For more information, see Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association, 6th edition (2010)

General Format
Author’s Surname, Author’s Initials. (Year of Publication, Month Day). Title of article or page. Name of Periodical or Organization, Periodical volume(issue). Retrieved from URL address [Note: no end punctuation]

Dated Content with Author from Web Site

Stand-Alone Document, No Author, No Date, from Web Site

Journal Article with DOI

Journal Article without DOI

Journal Article from a Database

Newspaper Article

Report from a Private Organization

Government Document Online

Entry in an Online Reference Work, No Author or Editor

Electronic Book

1 The month and day are not needed if a volume and issue are given.
2 A retrieval date is needed if the content is likely to change or no fixed publication date or edition can be cited. No retrieval date is necessary for items not likely to change, such as published articles or books.
3 If a document has no author, place the title in the author’s position.
4 A DOI (Digital Object Identifier) is used to create a permanent link to an article or document.